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Executive Summary
In its vision for a thriving and sustainable Newcastle, Save Our Rail NSW Inc identifies
problems of connectivity and addresses community needs in this proposal. The resulting
solutions aim to retain sustainable transport while overcoming the need to connect new
commercial and residential developments with established business areas of Newcastle.
A current development proposal by General Property Trust suggests that to achieve
connectivity the Newcastle rail line should be cut. Save Our Rail demonstrates that rail
services are essential to the success of Newcastle’s revitalisation and that it can become an
integrated city without the sacrifice of this mass transit asset.
Save Our Rail proposes pedestrian level crossings at intervals between Wickham and
Civic Stations, the most important being at Steel Street and Worth Place, but also
suggested for Cottage Creek. Further pedestrian level crossings at key locations between
Civic and Newcastle Stations, especially at Perkins and Market Streets, would enhance
retail success in Hunter Street.
The proposal involves a grade separation of rail and road at Stewart Avenue, a major
arterial road. This can be achieved either by building a rail viaduct or by lowering the line to
allow a low-level road overpass. A rail viaduct would also eliminate the existing Railway
Street level crossing and span Cottage Creek.
The re-development of Civic Station to create an open landscaped concourse would
unify the cultural centre from the Region Art Gallery to the foreshore. The station could
be re-built to the west behind existing buildings. An alternative for this project could be to
build an underground station.
Improved access to Newcastle Station could be gained by re-opening doorways leading
to Bolton Street and a ramp to Newcomen Street. A Wharf Road exit towards Queens
Wharf and the reconnection of the existing overpass (now partially dismantled) would
enhance passenger movement between platforms and to the bus interchange.
The heritage Newcastle Station has potential as a vibrant activity centre with
refurbishment of currently unused areas. The establishment of accommodation as a tourist
facility would complement existing railway station services and provide a revenue stream for
the Government.
Rail line beautification with landscaping of the remaining visible CBD sections of the rail
corridor is suggested and a new “Harbourlink” Station near the Mall would further
commercial prospects in that precinct. Signalling rationalisation, with all Newcastle line
controls located at Broadmeadow would result in substantial ongoing annual cost savings.
Finally Newcastle as the Regional Centre needs sustainable transport connection to new
land releases allowing commuters to access work opportunities in the new commercial
foreshore development. With climate change a concern, Save Our Rail proposes a package of
initiatives to increase rail patronage and reduce unnecessary car use including Park and Ride
stations and rail promotion measures.
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Background
Backgrou nd

NEWCASTLE – A Sustainable and Vibrant City
Prepared by Save Our Rail NSW Inc.
http://saveourrail.org.au/

The Vision – A Thriving and Sustainable Newcastle
A vibrant and sustainable place, with the arc of the city, enfolding old and new developments,
held together by the keystones that are the rail crossings.

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.
3.

Provide and retain high quality sustainable public transport for Newcastle.
Encourage the reduction of unnecessary car use to reduce the ecological footprint.
Provide connections between the new foreshore development and the established
commercial and residential precincts of Newcastle Central Business District

Current Rail Transport for Newcastle
There is great advantage for Newcastle in the present provision of two rail lines, direct to the
CBD, beach and harbour. The electrified CityRail Newcastle Line has the capacity to
transport large numbers of passengers. This will have added importance as the growth areas
in the Central Coast and Lake Macquarie, including Warnervale and Morisset increasingly
turn to Newcastle for employment.
Allowing the exchange of workers particularly between the two cities, Newcastle and
Maitland, and providing the Upper Hunter residents with access to the beach and city
amenities the Hunter Line trains are often at or near capacity especially at peak times.
RailCorp recorded 4,800 trips on a normal weekday on the Newcastle line between Wickham
and Newcastle Stations indicating this substantial patronage. 1 Various large land releases in
the Maitland area were listed as projected development areas, in the Lower Hunter Regional
Strategy, so this service will be continue to be needed.
The Wran Government was forward thinking in the long term when, in 1984, it introduced an
electric service between Sydney and Newcastle. Metford and Warabrook stations on the
Hunter Line were developed in 1994 and 1995 by the Fahey Government. The Iemma
Government reinforced this investment, including improvements to the Newcastle Line
between Hamilton and Newcastle Stations, in its $18.5 million works program commenced in
2006.
The Rees Government should now make every effort to capitalise on the actions of these
forward thinking Governments, by integrating the city in a way that incorporates and
improves the vital rail transport link.
Any interruption to the direct rail line, with the associated time penalty and inconvenience of
a forced interchange, would result in a significant loss of patronage. In the opinion of both
1

Railcorp patronage figures, Newcastle Herald, “$4m ticket for a rail line”, 27 Oct 2008
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Prof Graham Currie and Pascal Suess, 2 this would affect the viability of the whole rail
network resulting in increased car use extending well beyond the Newcastle CBD area. 3 This
is unwise in the present climate-change crisis.

Population Projections and Planning
The NSW Dept of Planning’s Regional Strategy for the Lower Hunter incorporates
projections for substantial increases in population. The population is projected to increase by
160,000 by 2031, with most occurring in planned release areas. 4 Along with an absolute
population increase there will be significant demographic changes, as a much higher
proportion of the population will be elderly, expected to rise to 26% by 2021 compared to the
NSW projected average of 16%. 5 These projections have important implications for
infrastructure planning, as elderly cohorts generally have both lower income and greater
mobility problems and are more likely to rely on public rather than private transport options.
New developments have progressed the foreshore on Newcastle Harbour, with the creation of
Honeysuckle, a commercial and residential precinct where there had been wharves and
warehouse buildings in the past. In earlier times there had been various level crossings over
the rail line, but over time these have been eliminated, resulting in a barrier effect.
There is a lack of connectivity between the new development and the traditional
commercial and residential area of the Newcastle CBD. Cutting the valuable mass
transit link to the city of Newcastle is not the best way to solve the problem.
Various solutions to the problem have been put forward at different times and the current
debate centres on questions of how to advance business prospects while improving
connectivity and creating an integrated city of Newcastle.
Commercial success indicators and whether a mass transit system would have positive or
negative economic impact are relevant to this enquiry.
Save Our Rail is proposing to improve connectivity without reducing transport
provision in line with the aims of the Newcastle CBD Task Force.

Community Opinion
Well attended public meetings and the results of workshops and other forums to establish
transport needs have overwhelmingly supported the retention of direct rail service into
Newcastle, including the 2004 NBN Channel 3 phone poll in which 75% favoured keeping
rail services to Newcastle. When the Lower Hunter Transport Working Group (LHTWG)
sought submissions in 2003 over 70% of respondents favoured keeping the rail line. A more
recent NBN poll in 2008 indicated 61% of residents favoured keeping the rail line and 60%
of small business owners in the Newcastle Mall also favoured retention.
In 2006 Save Our Rail’s extensive survey (2,300 participants), 6 demonstrated that for many,
the inner city stations were a regular destination, and that an uninterrupted journey was
important in determining whether they opted for public transport. For commuters, including
city workers and students, travel time and punctuality are major determinants of the travel
2

Pascal Suess, "Warabrook Terminus and Modified Light Rail Investigation," WorleyParsons Rail, May 2007
Currie, Graham, “Decision to Close the Newcastle Branch Line – Independent Review of Transport Reports”, Monash University, p.26,
Nov. 2005
4 NSW Government, “Lower Hunter Regional Strategy”, Dept of Planning, Oct. 2006
5 Newcastle Herald, “Alzheimer’s to Increase – Disease to rise faster in Hunter”, 1 Nov. 2008
6 Save Our Rail Community Survey, Jan/Feb 2006
3
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Background
option chosen. For these commuter groups, as well as young people and the disadvantaged
including the elderly and disabled, the stated reason for using trains was convenience.
It should be noted that the participants in this survey represent a very broad cross-section of
the Newcastle and Hunter Community, including the small percentage in the population that
are functionally illiterate. Save Our Rail adopted a personal survey procedure, rather than an
online survey, as the latter would reflect only the section of the community who enjoy
unrestricted internet access.

Reasons for using train to access Newcastle CBD (n=1154)
15 %

20 %

19 %
27 %
19 %

Commuters
Medical and professional appointments and specialist shopping
Social and Cultural
Beach and Harbour
No reason given

Reasons for choosing to travel by train,
rather than an alternative mode of transport (n=985)
42 %

19 %

17 %

2%
3%

4%

Convenience
Parking or traffic
Ferry connection

5%

8%

Mobility issues
Safety and security
Petrol cost

No car access
Prams and bikes

Figure 1: Key results of the Save Our Rail postcard survey conducted in 2006

Sustainability for a Growing Population
The Australian Government's signing of the Kyoto Protocol is acknowledgement, at the
highest level, of the importance of taking action on global warming. The NSW Government
has long supported the principles of the Kyoto Protocol and its own Actions for Air Initiative
recognises the important role of public transport infrastructure in that it calls for measures to
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reduce "VKT" (Vehicle Kilometres Travelled) and advises councils to set targets for journeys
to work by public transport at key centres, including Newcastle. 7 Newcastle City Council
adopted at target of 20% by 2020. 8
Oil is a finite resource and "Peak Oil" is imminent, therefore petrol prices are rising. The
CSIRO has predicted that the price will soar to eight dollars a litre within a decade if the cost
keeps rising at its current rate. 9 This will mean that many people will not be able to afford to
use cars in the way they do now.
Although established more than a century ago heavy rail remains one of the most efficient
and ecologically sustainable options for efficient mass transport of people.
In the context of current environmental threats and projected population expansion,
Newcastle's rail line is an increasingly valuable asset, bringing passengers into the very heart
of the city. 10
Save Our Rail advocates that State and Federal Governments should only support
proposals that discourage unnecessary car use.

Sustainable Development in Newcastle
Successful city centre revivals must incorporate sustainable and adequate transport facilities.
Comments on proposals for Newcastle by both Prof Peter Newman, the NSW Commissioner
for Sustainability, and Prof Graham Currie reflect this principle.
The passenger rail services in the Hunter Region are a high quality feature of
the region's public transport system. Many cities of substantially greater size
than Newcastle lack rail services and would covet the opportunity for such a
substantive resource as a means for providing sustainable transport into the
future. 11
The business community who want this change [truncation of the rail line] are
creating the very conditions of uncertainty that undermine city centres. …
Trains make centres work. 12
The Lower Hunter Regional Strategy 13 emphasised that Newcastle should retain its status as
the region’s business and cultural centre. Retention of the best possible mass transport system
into the CBD is crucial if Newcastle is to remain viable as the regional centre. Kellog Brown
Root (KBR) confirmed that:
removal of the heavy rail line … would mean that preservation of the CBD’s
role as the regional centre would be compromised … enforced interchange
from suburban rail services, [and] the resultant decrease in accessibility …
into the CBD would mean the CBD is no longer as attractive and customers
would increasingly look for alternative destinations. 14

7

Kellog Brown Root, Newcastle Transport Options Study, Section 3.4.3. NSW Government, 2003
Resolution moved by Newcastle City Council, 2004 National General Assembly of Local Government, Infrastructure resolution #39
9 “CSIRO warning prompts push for alternatives”, The World Today, ABC, Friday 11 July 2008
10 Newman, Peter. “Wrong Way: Turn Back or Rue the Day”, Newcastle Herald, 18/12/2004.
11 Currie, Graham, “Decision to Close the Newcastle Branch Line – Independent Review of Transport Reports.” p.32 Nov. 2005
12 Ibid.
13 NSW Government, Department of Planning, “Lower Hunter Regional Strategy”, October 2006
14 Kellog Brown Root “Newcastle Transport Options Study” NSW Government, Oct 2003
8
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Background
For successful city centre revival, adequate transport facilities must be incorporated.
This supports the Save Our Rail view that heavy rail must continue uninterrupted to
Newcastle Station for Newcastle to remain viable as the regional centre.
Development currently occurring along the harbour in Newcastle is positive but has brought
to a head the lack of convenient rail crossings and the issue of connectivity.

Property Values
Planners and valuation advisers clearly advocate that the presence of a direct rail connection
enhances property values and creates advantage for the community. Dupont Fagan, with
reference to the Honeysuckle development advised:
If an urban transit system (rail) never earned an operating profit it would
still pay for itself a thousand times over through its beneficial impact on real
estate values and increased assessments. 15
If rail is removed there would be reduction of business potential with customers using other
commercial centres because of increased road congestion and less parking. With regard to a
previous proposal to cut the Newcastle rail line, Kellog Brown Root (KBR) pointed to an
economic disadvantage to city businesses as follows:
Economic demand and supply forces would dictate that many essential
services would move closer to the suburban residential areas such as in
satellite shopping centres. 16
The location of Westfield shopping centres
reflects the value of rail services. From the first
centre in Blacktown, many Westfield shopping
centres in NSW are close to rail. 17 Westfield
Parramatta has even installed passenger
information screens in its food court providing
passengers with same information they would
have on the station platform (see Figure 2).
Internationally, in October 2008, company
founder Frank Lowy opened Westfield London,
Europe’s largest shopping centre, which is
serviced by four Underground stations, plus a new
British Rail station. 18

Figure 2: Passenger information
screens in Westfield Parramatta

Examples of Sustainable Development - San Diego and Vancouver
San Diego provides a particularly relevant model as the city has a similar layout to Newcastle
in terms of an elongated CBD, with a heavy rail line running parallel to the shore (see Figure
3). In San Diego, the heavy rail line has been retained and enhanced by a parallel light rail
line. Integration of CBD and foreshore has been achieved through inspired rail crossing
design, incorporating open and inviting concourse areas, leading to the facilities and public
15 Dupont Fagan Valuers, Letter to Angus Dawson, Honeysuckle Development Corporation, 20/10/2000. (Obtained through Freedom of
Information)
16 Kellog Brown Root, “Central Newcastle Transport Options Planning Study” (for NSW Government), October 2003
17 Westfield Group, “The Detailed Westfield Story Book”, Chapter One, p.9, http://westfield.com/corporate/about-westfield-group/history/
18 Westfield London website, “Getting There”, http://uk.westfield.com/london/getting-there/tube and http://uk.westfield.com/london/gettingthere/overground
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spaces along the shore. This connectivity can be achieved in Newcastle with creative level
crossing designs as proposed by Save Our Rail.
San Diego’s innovatively designed level crossings are illustrated at
http://au.youtube.com/watch?v=7nG2dgMT0FE
In Vancouver, the heavy rail line has been supplemented and extended resulting is a system
that runs both underground and as an elevated “Sky Train”. Both cities have retained their rail
systems recognising rail as a valuable mode of transport.

Figure 3: San Diego’s city and harbour are connected with level crossings over the railway.19

Tourism and Commuter Potential
Since the closure of the BHP steelworks, the economy of Newcastle is increasingly
dependent on tourism. This developing industry needs promotion and the encouragement of
awareness of Newcastle as a destination, because of its beautiful beaches and harbour
playground. Any delay or interruption to the direct rail service into Newcastle would be a
deterrent to tourists.
There has been an increase of backpacker tourists to Newcastle which has been identified as
“one of the biggest areas that attracts the backpackers” according to Hunter Tourism. 20
These budget tourists would be particularly attracted by the cheap transport option provided
by the current rail system.

19

Google Earth 3D model image
“Hunter to boost backpacker tourism profile”, quoting Hunter Tourism acting chief executive officer Sheridan Ferrier, ABC Newcastle
NSW, 28/04/2008, http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2008/04/28/2228623.htm?site=newcastle
20
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Background
The Hunter Task Force commissioned by the NSW Premier’s Department includes the
recommendation that “There should be a determined effort to increase patronage on the
current rail system”. 21 Despite investing $18.5 million on upgrades to the line there does not
seem to have been an effort to attract more patronage, though the potential for exploitation of
rail for tourist use is obvious.
More international tourists arriving in Sydney may be attracted to Newcastle if they
were aware of its beautiful harbour and beaches and the convenience of a direct rail to
this city.

Negative Impacts of Removing the Rail Line into the CBD
The inconvenience of a forced interchange is well documented as a cause for loss of
public transport patronage.
When the Lower Hunter Transport Working Group (LHTWG) proposed to close the rail line
at Broadmeadow, the Transport Infrastructure Development Corporation (TIDC) report
predicted a 38% decline in public transport patronage. Prof Graham Currie in his independent
critique of the report suggested the figure would be more like 60%. 22
A 2004 survey of CBD business owners by The Newcastle Alliance found two-thirds
nominated parking as a serious problem, about twice the response rate of any other
problem.23 With 4,800 trips recorded on normal weekday, if only 20% of these people drive
when they lose direct rail, roughly 500 additional car parking spaces will be needed. 24
The traffic congestion and parking problems in the CBD would be exacerbated by the
increased car numbers added to by the buses needed to transport passengers from
Wickham onwards (as suggested by the General Property Trust (GPT) transport proposal).
Journey times for motorists and current bus users in the CBD would increase. Replacement
with a bus loop would add to in-transit journey distance and time. The change of mode will
also cause delay and uncertainly. The number of available buses may not have the capacity to
accommodate the transferring rail passengers.
Save Our Rail’s 2005 bus demonstration proved the normal bus provision was
inadequate in this circumstance. Save Our Rail predicts that the bus system will not
cope at peak times if the rail line is cut at Wickham.
Major arterial roads outside the CBD will experience a tailback effect. Maitland Road, part of
the New England Highway connecting Newcastle with Maitland, is frequently at capacity 25.
Traffic is forced into a bottleneck, where the road runs between the Hunter River and
Hexham Swamp, the geography severely limiting the potential for expansion of the road
system. The solution, a highly effective mass transit system, the rail line, is already in place
with the capacity to bring commuters from the new developments near Maitland to newly
created employment opportunities in the Newcastle CBD.

21

Col Gellatly, Director General, NSW Premiers Department, February 2006
Prof Graham Currie, “Decision to Close the Newcastle Branch Line – Independent Review of Transport Reports”, Monash University,
2005 pp 18
23 Dr Bruce McFarling (Lecturer in Economics), Newcastle Herald, “Public transport trust could ensure rail profit”, 11/12/2004
24 Railcorp 4,800 figure trips per day
25 Maitland Mercury article…
22
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A recent Liberal Party survey of Maitland rail commuters indicated that almost half “would
likely drive their cars if [rail termination at Wickham] went ahead”.26 Interestingly, 90.5%
said that after alighting at Civic or Newcastle Stations, they were able to walk to their final
destination, indicative of the convenience of a direct rail connection to these stations.
Removing the rail would be a costly exercise and there would be continuing cost in its
less effective replacement with buses.

General Property Trust Development Proposal
On 13 October 2008, General Property Trust (GPT) announced that the group's shopping
complex, involving the redevelopment of the Hunter Street Mall, would not proceed unless
the NSW Government agreed to close Newcastle rail line at Wickham.
As the proposed shopping centre development is close to Newcastle Station, and with
expert opinion advocating the commercial advantage of rail proximity, the GPT
position is surprising.
Save Our Rail has demonstrated its support for the GPT shopping mall development in our
May 2008 submission to the NSW Cabinet, which contained specific elements designed to
enhance the mall access to public transport. Our initiatives now include pedestrian level
crossings linking the harbour with GPT’s retail development at Perkins, Wolfe, and Market
Streets.
Street level pedestrian crossings are standard in many cities. Stairs are an inhibitor of
free movement of foot traffic, therefore Save Our Rail proposes multiple north-south
pedestrian level crossings linking the mall to the foreshore. This achieves connectivity at
far less cost than cutting the rail line.

26

“Consensus say highway would become nightmare”, Maitland Mercury, 6/11/2008
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Proposal Overview – Block Diagram Outline
Propo sal Ov erview – B lock D iag ram Outlin e

Section A

Provide Additional Pedestrian Level Crossings
Arches and Keystones
- Crossings signified by arches, a symbolic link to city's heritage
- Arches proclaim "I can cross here"
- Crossings are the "keystone" of a newly-integrated Newcastle
CBD West
- Steel St
- Worth Pl

CBD Civic
- Darby / Argyle Sts

CBD East
- Crown St
- Perkins St
- Wolfe St
- Market St

Section B

Grade Separation at Wickham
Rail Viaduct at Wickham
- Rail elevated over Stewart Avenue
- Rail elevated over Railway Street
Wickham Station
- Redeveloped as elevated station
- Upgraded for surrounding
high-rise development
- Opportunities under station & viaduct

-- OR --

(alternative proposal)
Road Overpass
- Rail lowered at
Stewart Avenue

Section C

Improve Station Access and Connectivity

7 December 2008

Redevelop Civic Station
- Rebuild to the west
- Landscaped concourse
linking Cultural Precinct

Improve Access to Ncle Stn
- Bolton St (reopen access)
- Newcomen St (for GPT)
- Wharf Rd (for Queens Wharf)
- Restore Bolton St overpass
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Section D

Improve CBD Infrastructure
Newcastle Station Potential
- Refurbish and fully utilise
- 20 unused bedrooms and
silver-service dining room

Rail Line Beautification
- Landscaping of all
visible CBD rail corridor

New "Harbourlink" CBD Station
- Midway between Civic & Newcastle
- Local services only
- Day station only

Resignalling
- Provides
ongoing savings

Increase Patronage

Section E

Promotion
- Promotion and advertisement
of Newcastle as a destination

Infrastructure
- Park and Ride at city outskirts
- Provision of bicycle facilities
- Increased security & cleaning

New Regional Stations
- Farley / Rutherford
- Oakhampton
- Aberglasslyn

Upgrade Regional Stations
- Metford / Thornton North

Technology
- Integrated ticketing for all public transport modes
- External outlets for tickets
- Real-time information
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Proposal Overview – Map
Propo sal Ov erview – M ap

rail raised over
Railway St

pedestrian access
under viaduct

rail raised over
Stewart Av

elevated
Wickham Station

start of
viaduct

Figure 4: CBD West 1 (west of Wickham Station)

Worth Place
pedestrian crossing

Civic Station concourse
pedestrian crossing

redevelop
Civic Station

Darby / Argyle St
pedestrian crossing

existing Merewether St
vehicle and ped. crossing

Figure 5: CBD Civic

Map Legend
…. crossing beneath rail viaduct
…. arched pedestrian level crossing
▬ … pedestrian north-south access
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pedestrian access
under viaduct at
Cottage Creek

elevated
Wickham Station

Steel Street
pedestrian crossing

Worth Place
pedestrian crossing

end of
viaduct

pedestrian access
under viaduct at
Hannell Street
Figure 6: CBD West 2 (east of Wickham Station)

Crown / Brown St
pedestrian crossing
new
“Harbourlink”
station

Perkins Street
pedestrian crossing

Market Street
pedestrian crossing

Wolfe St
ped. crossing

improve Newcastle
station access
Station
access

Figure 7: CBD East

Map Legend
…. crossing beneath rail viaduct
…. arched pedestrian level crossing
▬ … pedestrian north-south access
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Section A: Provide Additional Pedestrian Level Crossings
Section A: Provid e Addition al Pedestrian L evel Cro ssing s

CONNECTIVITY – ARCHES AND KEYSTONES
Save Our Rail has identified that the lack of north-south access is the problem, not the
rail line itself.
Newcastle’s new role as a tourist destination demands that easy access is available, especially
for pedestrians. Those arriving by rail, ferry, plane or on the luxury liners berthing just down
the road will not have their cars, therefore the provision of convenient pedestrian crossings
will enhance the tourist potential of the city.
Proposal
We suggest all pedestrian crossings should be signified and
identifiable from the distance by using decorative archways, which
will form the carriers for the electric cabling, replacing gantries at the
pedestrian crossings (Figure 9). In this way the arches will become a
means of indicating where a crossing is located (for locals and
visitors), as well as being a symbol of our community’s heritage, with
a shape reflecting the earlier architecture of the city (Figure 8). The
arches proclaim “I can cross here”.
An arch is held together by its keystone and these crossing will
become the “keystone” of the newly integrated City of Newcastle.

Figure 8: Historic
Newcastle Courthouse

Figure 9: Concept drawing of “archway” crossing at Worth Place
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Figure 10: The Bilbao Metro, Spain, uses arches to support overhead wires on a rail viaduct

An example of an alternative arch theme is the Bilbao Metro rail viaduct with its arches
functioning as overhead wire supports. The arched pedestrian crossings proposed by Save
Our Rail could serve a practical as well as
aesthetic purpose by carrying the cabling.

Preference for Pedestrian Crossings
Pedestrian level crossings, with automatically
controlled locking swing gates are favoured for
the following reasons:
• Least costly crossing option
• Convenience for pedestrians (no stairs,
disability compliant)
• Retain aesthetic values (no view
obstruction)
• Safe (automatic locking gates prevent
Figure 11: Worth Place needs a crossing
trespass onto lines) 27
• Access can be attractively presented to serve as an invitation to explore and find new
social venues or waterfront experiences. San Diego’s “water sculpture” is an
invitation to cross the rail line (refer Figure 12 and Figure 13).
It has been stated that safety concerns will prevent the building of additional level
crossings in Newcastle. This question needs to be addressed as it was at Fairy Meadow,
where community need gained the level crossing that was justified in the circumstance.

27

Manufacturer, Magnetic Autocontrol, supplier to Railcorp
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Section A: Provide Additional Pedestrian Level Crossings
San Diego, with its landscaped railway crossings, provides a model for Newcastle.
Inspirational designs will invite people to cross the line and explore our city and
harbour.

Figure 12: San Diego “water sculpture” incorporated into railway crossing

Figure 13: San Diego – 60 metre “water sculpture”, with rail lines passing through
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PEDESTRIAN LEVEL CROSSINGS – STEEL ST AND WORTH PL
Workers in the new commercial activity area of Honeysuckle west lack access to Hunter
Street business and transport options.
The explosion of new services in the Honeysuckle precinct is changing the city dynamic,
with a different demographic accessing the foreshore area. The Honeysuckle West
development (restaurants, medical facilities, utility and leisure service providers and the areas
of foreshore being liberated for public access) are largely disconnected from the potential
catchment of customers working and living in parts of central Newcastle.
The new population of white collar workers in the more recently built Honeysuckle West
office buildings have limited access to the extensive network of buses serving Newcastle via
Hunter Street (see Figure 17).
Honeysuckle Drive turning to Workshop Way was designed specifically to discourage
unnecessary car use but with the prospect of a long walk many will choose that option for
convenience. This is already resulting in more cars on the road and more pressure on limited
city parking spaces. These problems will only be exacerbated as the Honeysuckle
development proceeds and when the proposed new developments around Hunter Street Mall
attract more people into the city.
The lack of north-south access across the rail discourages people at Honeysuckle from
accessing established shopping centres in Hunter Street and Marketown. Similarly, those
living and working in Newcastle West are discouraged from visiting the waterfront and new
facilities at Honeysuckle.
Proposal
This can be resolved by the provision of pedestrian crossings at Steel Street and Worth
Place.
An additional pedestrian level crossing at Cottage Creek is recommended if a Wickham rail
viaduct is not built.
Where there is convenient north-south access, such as the upgraded Merewether Street
pedestrian rail crossing near Civic Station (see Figure 14), Honeysuckle businesses are well
patronised by workers from the civic employment area including Australian Tax Office and
Newcastle City Council.

Figure 14: The recently upgraded Merewether Street pedestrian crossing
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Section A: Provide Additional Pedestrian Level Crossings

Figure 15: Currently no connection across the rail line between Wickham and Civic Stations

Figure 16: No convenient bus access to new Honeysuckle offices

Figure 17: Level crossings at Steel Street and Worth Place provide connectivity to Honeysuckle offices
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Figure 18: Steel Street needs a level crossing

Figure 19: Cottage Creek artist’s impression (NSW Government) 28

28

Revitalising Newcastle, City Centre Plan, NSW Government
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Section A: Provide Additional Pedestrian Level Crossings
PEDESTRIAN LEVEL CROSSING – ARGYLE STREET
A natural pedestrian link exists between Darby and Argyle Streets but the current
pedestrian bridge is inconvenient.
Proposal
A pedestrian level crossing would provide easy access and link Darby Street to the harbour.
There is an open space at the end of Darby Street which could be easily linked to Argyle
Street to provide a pedestrian crossing complementing the existing steps to the Harbourside
parking station in Argyle Street.

Figure 20: Map showing potential for pedestrian crossing between Darby Street and the harbour

Figure 21: View from Argyle Street pedestrian bridge
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PEDESTRIAN LEVEL CROSSINGS – CBD EAST
Potential customers enjoying the harbour are deterred by difficult access to retail
outlets in Hunter Street.
The Foreshore parkland and associated activity centres, well used for weekend gatherings and
in holiday times, are a major venue for special large events, such as the recent Breast Cancer
Fun Run and Fat as Butter music festival.
Without the capacity of rail transport Newcastle will have difficulty in attracting
crowds to the major events.
Opportunities to gain customers in the Hunter Street Mall and nearby from the spill-over of
these crowds could be improved with level crossing access over the rail line at Perkins, Wolfe
and Market Streets.
Proposal
A Market Street level crossing beside the overhead pedestrian bridge was part of the winning
entry in the 1981 Newcastle City Council Foreshore Design Competition. This would be a
desirable addition, though the bridge needs to be retained as it spans Wharf Road, the rail and
busy Scott Street.

Figure 22: The 1981 Newcastle foreshore competition winning design shows Market St with pedestrian level
crossing and pedestrian overpass
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Section B: Proposal for Grade Separation at Wickham
Section B: Pro posal for Grad e Separ ation at W ickh am

RAIL VIADUCT AT WICKHAM
Traffic delay at the Stewart Avenue rail crossing is a cause for motorist frustration.
The rail crossing is only one aspect of the congestion that occurs in this area. There are three
sets of traffic lights adjacent to the crossing and, although recent improvements to traffic flow
are beneficial, the crossing remains a source of disproportionate complaint and irritation.
Stewart Avenue is a major arterial road into Newcastle from the north as well as being part of
State Highway 124 linking north-south with State Highway 111. It is the busiest level
crossing in Newcastle. 29
Separation of the road and rail at Stewart Avenue would assist in transport integration
and would help to unify the city of Newcastle.
Proposal
The proposal is for the rail to rise at Selma Street and return to ground level at Steel Street.
This would also eliminate the Railway Street level crossing and provide for a pedestrian link
at Cottage Creek.
A rail viaduct over Stewart Avenue is a more cost effective option than either a road overpass
or a new terminus at Wickham. The new Wickham Station would be built on the viaduct with
lifts and stairs either side of Stewart Avenue reducing accident risk to commuters crossing
this busy arterial road.
The existing heritage Wickham Station would be suitable for adaptive reuse. Areas under the
raised rail line would be commercially valuable and could be used for retail opportunities,
storage or parking.
The viaduct could be attractively presented to form an inspirational gateway to the
harbourside area of the city. Bilbao in Spain has its arched viaduct and Vancouver its “Sky
Train”, so Newcastle could have an equally imaginative solution to the connectivity problem
while retaining the valuable rail link to its heart.
The rail viaduct and redeveloped Wickham Station could be the “Sky Train” of
Newcastle.
Alternative Proposal
The rail line could be lowered 1.2 metres to take advantage of the natural incline from Hunter
Street to the crossing. This would allow a low road overpass at Stewart Avenue. This would
address the problem through grade separation.
Disadvantages of the alternative proposal include tidal inundation, flash flooding, and loss of
aesthetic appeal. The advantage of useful space under the rail viaduct would also be lost.
Save Our Rail’s preferred option is the rail viaduct proposal.

29

RTA 2004 Permanent Count Stations, quoted in WorleyParsons Rail report on Warabrook Proposal, 23 May 2007
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Figure 23: Vancouver “Sky Train” station at Brentwood Town Centre

Figure 24: Eliminate vehicle level crossing at Stewart Avenue
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Section C: Improve Station Access and Connectivity
Section C: Imp rove Statio n Access and C onnectivit y

REDEVELOP CIVIC STATION
Newcastle City Council’s plans for a cultural precinct are not yet fulfilled.
The relocation of the museum to the heritage buildings behind Railway Square (see Figure
26) is in progress and the Maritime Centre is in position on the harbour frontage. There is
potential for a north-south pedestrian plaza to unify the cultural precinct.
Proposal
Civic Station platform could be further extended westward and a new station building
erected behind existing Hunter Street buildings (see Figure 25). 30 This would allow a
wide landscaped concourse to link the two sides of the Cultural Precinct, and allow
easier station access from Worth Place.
The realisation of Council’s long term vision of free movement from the Art Gallery via the
Civic Theatre and museum’s heritage buildings and finally arriving at the Newcastle
Maritime Museum on the Honeysuckle boardwalk will be achieved (see Figure 27).

Figure 25: Civic Station concourse connects the cultural precinct.

30

Civic Station platform was extended westward in 2006 to avoid traffic delay at Merewether Street.
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Alternative Proposal
The rail line could be lowered and Civic Station would become an underground station. This
would allow the concourse to be realised. Disadvantages of the alternative proposal include
flash flooding risk, storm event risk, and constant ventilation and lighting costs.
Save Our Rail’s preferred option is a street-level station with an open concourse.

Figure 26: Newcastle City Council DCP 2008 showing pedestrian “Railway Square”

Maritime
Centre
Newcastle
Museum
free movement through
Railway Square park
via Civic Station
concourse
Civic
Theatre
Wheeler
Place
Newcastle
Town Hall
Civic
Park
Newcastle
Region Library
Region Art
Gallery
Figure 27: Map of the Cultural Precinct
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Section C: Improve Station Access and Connectivity
IMPROVE ACCESS TO NEWCASTLE STATION
Passenger convenience is impaired by an enforced “long walk” at Newcastle Station.
Passengers alighting from the trains at Newcastle experience the inconvenience of being
forced to walk to the Eastern end of the station into one confined exit point, no matter which
direction they intend to take after leaving the train. This is not for the purpose of ticket
collection. Similarly on approaching the station to catch a train intending passengers from the
ferry or from workplaces nearby at the Hunter Street Mall or Bolton Street area, have to walk
to Watt Street corner to enter.
Previously Newcastle Station’s main entry was opposite Bolton Street with a zebra crossing
to assist foot passage to the shopping, professional service and legal precinct nearby. This
arched doorway, though architecturally sound is now a sad neglected corner.
The pedestrian overpass north from the Bolton Street entrance to platform 4 on the harbour
side, which has been partially dismantled, is a wasted resource. Access between and across
platforms is still needed.
Newcastle Station has proximity to Queens Wharf which is a hub of youth activity, is
adjacent to the Bolton Street legal services centre as well as having a natural synergy with the
Hunter Street Mall, which is the subject of negotiations for shopping centre development (see
Figure 28).
Proposal
Save Our Rail proposes better access to Newcastle Station by re-opening the doorway at
Bolton Street and providing a ramp entry at Newcomen Street leading to a pedestrian
crossing.
The creation of ramp entry to Wharf Road would provide better connection to the bus
interchange and improve access to Queens Wharf.
The replacement of the step treads for the unused overpass would reconnect Bolton Street to
Wharf Road. A new central flight of stairs from the overpass would enhance access to station
platforms.
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Figure 28: Map showing Newcastle Station’s proximity to Mall and Queens Wharf

Figure 29: Digitally altered photograph showing proposed Newcomen St access
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Section D: Proposal to Improve CBD Infrastructure
Section D: Pro posal to Imp rove CBD Infr ast ructur e

NEWCASTLE STATION’S UNREALISED POTENTIAL
Newcastle Station building, of “Modern Victorian” Italianate style is a one of the city's
fine heritage architectural treasures. The station has large upper storey areas currently
unused. This is allowing deterioration to occur and is a waste of a valuable resource.
Proposal
The station was built in 1878 and though there have been various modifications the building
retains features that warrant a program of adaptive re-use. Only three other railway stations in
NSW were built in this ornate style, the cupola and lantern roof along with the “silver
service” dining room indicative of the status of Newcastle as a regional city. Central Station
in Sydney is the only other NSW station with a three storey building.
Having at least twenty bedrooms and retaining many original features it would be ideal as a
tourist venue. Such a project could provide a revenue stream for other transport
improvements.
The floor space of Newcastle Station compares favourably with the historic Customs House
located opposite (see Figure 30). Opening the eastern end of Newcastle Station would
visually connect the complementary architecture of the two buildings (see Figure 33).
A renovated station would complement the surrounding area, reflecting the grand old
Customs House, so beautifully restored, as well as meeting a stated need for
accommodation in this part of Newcastle.

Newcastle Station

Customs House

Figure 30: Size comparison of Newcastle Station and Customs House with buildings highlighted
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Figure 31: Historic Newcastle Station

Figure 32: Newcastle Station – the old refreshment room
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Section D: Proposal to Improve CBD Infrastructure

Figure 33: Proposed improvements to arrival and departure concourse

Figure 34: Wahroonga railway station
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RAIL LINE BEAUTIFICATION
Newcastle rail line has an air of neglect with little evidence of any effort being made to soften
its utilitarian appearance. Wahroonga Station, on the other hand, has “very beautiful fig trees
that grow on the platform and very picturesque gardens alongside the track, with native trees
and flowers that are maintained by Hornsby Shire Council”. 31
Proposal
Additional landscaping, as envisaged previously by the winning design in the 1981 foreshore
design competition, would enhance the streetscape and entice visitors (see Figure 35).
Newcastle City Council could follow the Hornsby Shire Council example in contributing to
the establishment and maintenance of plants and gardens along the CBD railway corridor and
stations (see Figure 34).
The harbour view from the train as it arrives at Newcastle Station is often the subject of
favourable comment by visitors to this city. This impression could be even more positive
if the view of the corridor, reflected the high standard of landscaping in the Foreshore
Park opposite.

Figure 35: 1981 foreshore competition winning design – landscaped rail corridor

31

Sukhdev Bhangu, Wahroonga Station Manager, CityRail Update, Issue No.6 2008
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Section D: Proposal to Improve CBD Infrastructure
ADDITIONAL “HARBOURLINK” STATION NEAR CROWN STREET
Newcastle CBD stations are further apart than those in Sydney city.
The only access to the harbour at Perkins Street is via an overpass. These stairs inhibit
foot traffic.
Proposal
A new railway station located between Crown and Perkins Streets would improve public
transport access to the Hunter Street Mall area of Newcastle and enhance connectivity
between the Foreshore and western end of the Hunter Street Mall.
Station access would be via a DDA (Disability Discrimination Act) compliant ramp linking
to a newly created Perkins Street level crossing at the Eastern end. An additional Crown
Street pedestrian crossing would be possible if trains were not stabled here. There is spare
stabling space at Broadmeadow.
Services to this station would be “day only,” e.g. 5.00am to 9.00pm and the station would
comprise a 4 car length platform. The new station would service only “all stops” trains of two
and four carriages; express trains, which are intended to provide a faster service, would not
stop here.
The building of this new station is proposed to be in conjunction with the redevelopment of
Civic Station to the west, which would mean an increased distance to 1.2 km between Civic
and Newcastle Station.
The new “Harbourlink” Station in combination with the repositioning of Civic Station
would fill the gap and positively improve the walking accessibility of Newcastle CBD to
rail transport. From the mall to the harbour becomes an easy walk.

Figure 36: Maps showing “Harbourlink” station and the north-south crossings it would provide
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CBD RESIGNALLING
Four separate signal boxes are involved in the movement of trains and operation of crossing
gates on the Newcastle rail line. Their functions are:
•
•

Woodville: Main line and relief lines, access to Newcastle Line
Hamilton: Hamilton Junction, Beaumont Street level crossing, access to Hamilton
Works Depot
• Wickham: Railway Street and Stewart Avenue level crossing
• Newcastle: Merewether Street level crossing, terminating infrastructure for Newcastle
Station
All signal boxes are manually controlled, three have “line of sight” but Wickham does not.
The current mechanical interlocking system does not have spare capacity for new level
crossings which are needed to enhance connectivity over the rail line. 32
Proposal
A new system using the latest technology, operated through a central control room at
Broadmeadow would provide greater efficiency with fully automatic gate control for all level
crossings on the Newcastle line.
* If Save Our Rail’s proposal for a rail viaduct proceeds then the need for level crossings at
Stewart Avenue and Railway Street would be eliminated.
The closure of Woodville, Hamilton, Wickham and Newcastle signal boxes would mean a
reduced labour and maintenance cost and also savings on the provision of utilities such as
lighting, heating and water for the four unnecessary facilities. Cost saving would be in the
order of $1.3 million per annum.
* If the signal upgrade was undertaken in conjunction with the Glendale Interchange, staff
could be redeployed at Glendale.
A fully automated signal system, operating from a central control room would provide
the required capacity for the new level crossings essential to the integration of the city of
Newcastle.

32

Advice obtained from NSW Premier’s Department Infrastructure Implementation Group.
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Section E: Proposal to Increase Patronage
Section E: Propo sal to Increase Patronag e

PROMOTION
Tourism Promotion
Following the closure of the steelmaking industry in Newcastle the city needs to change
its image from “Smoke City” to “International Playground.”
“Newcastle is clearly gifted in the physical and natural resources it possesses,” Prof. Graham
Currie noted in his independent report of the LHTWG. 33 With a direct electric rail
connection with Sydney, the gateway to international tourism, Newcastle is well placed to
capitalise on its natural assets. This city is only 2 ½ hours by train from Sydney, which gives
it a definite advantage in accessibility.
Proposal
Tourists arriving in Sydney make a choice of destination, seeking places within easy distance
by public transport. They are usually introduced to the Blue Mountains, the Central Coast,
Canberra and the Southern Highlands by means of graphic advertising posters and brochures.
Newcastle needs to be more aggressively advertised as a tourist destination.
Eye-catching posters, prominently displayed at Sydney Airport, Central Station and at
Circular Quay, and advertising in publications such as in-flight magazines, would present an
attractive destination and create an awareness of our “Great Place”. Brochures available at
tourist information outlets throughout Australia and in major overseas centres would ensure
greater recognition.
Promotion of the Newcastle rail connection into the heart of the city, the harbour, and
beach will ensure Newcastle is recognised as a tourist destination.

Commuter Promotion
Awareness of the value of train travel by commuters is growing, however many
workers, through habit, use private cars unnecessarily.
Proposal
Rail as an option for commuters should also be promoted, as part of a strategy for solving
CBD parking provision. The NSW Government is in the position to gain collaboration with
local businesses to encourage workers to take public transport, and could seek for
sponsorships and incentive schemes as part of its ecological footprint reduction.
Further incentives for public transport use could be included in the Australian taxation
system. Currently, employees through novated lease arrangements gain a tax advantage for
private vehicle use. This imbalance should be reversed and a tax deduction for regular workrelated public transport use should be provided.
Promotion of Newcastle Rail for work commuters is essential to the city’s future. Each
person who takes the public transport option for the daily commute will provide benefit
to the city in reduced need for parking and less traffic congestion. Ecological gain will
be made through greenhouse gas reduction.

33

Graham Currie, “Decision to Close the Newcastle Branch Line – Independent Review of Transport Reports”, Monash University, 2005
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Park and Ride
Secure parking arrangements are not provided on the outskirts of Newcastle, therefore
workers tend to drive private vehicles into the city to park in secure paid parking
stations where there is less risk of theft or damage.
Proposal
The establishment of secure Park and Ride stations on the fringes of the city would provide
an incentive to reduce unnecessary car use. This would have important benefits in unclogging
traffic congestion in inner city areas and overcoming parking shortages.
These stations are most successful if commonly needed services are provided to encourage
their use. These could include car-washing and mechanical servicing, childcare centres, drycleaning, newspaper stands and refreshment kiosks.

Bicycle Facilities
Bicycle riding should be encouraged as an alternative to car use within the city, as part
of the reduction of green house emissions.
Proposal
The provision of bike facilities, including lock up spaces and racks, and service provision as
well as the possibility of bike-lending outlets would provide incentives for greater bicycle
use.

Security and Cleanliness
At the Save Our Rail community workshops, 34 one of the most important public
transport requirements emerging from the meetings was that it be “safe and clean”.
Many passengers are deterred from using rail travel because of fears for their safety,
especially at night. Many complaints are made regarding the unclean state of trains and the
removal of the drinking water facilities in Newcastle to Sydney trains. These are cause for
health concerns.
Proposal
Measures to overcome fears are being undertaken by the provision of added security officers
and police. However this provision needs to be increased along with improved lighting in
some station areas. The provision of clean drinking water for a journey of two to three hours
is essential. A review of cleaning regimes and passenger comfort provision is needed to
ensure passengers feel confident to use trains.

These infrastructure proposals may seem minor however long term benefit could be
achieved through increased use of the rail system.

34

Maggie Haertsch for Save Our Rail NSW Inc., “Community Transport Workshops”, March 2004
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Section E: Proposal to Increase Patronage
REGIONAL STATIONS – NEW AND UPGRADED
Newcastle as the Regional Centre needs sustainable transport connection to new land
releases allowing commuter access to work opportunities in the new commercial
foreshore development.
The road systems between Newcastle and neighbouring cities, such as Maitland and Lake
Macquarie are at capacity and concerns have been expressed over the future situation when
large housing developments, as projected in the Lower Hunter Regional Strategy, become a
reality.
Maitland, one of the fastest growing regions in NSW, is close to Newcastle and there has
been a traditional exchange of workers between the two cities. The connecting road is limited
in its potential for expansion; therefore public transport needs to be ensured.
The necessary highly effective mass transit system, the rail line, is already in place, to
bring commuters from the developments to a newly created employment complex in
inner Newcastle.
Proposal
It would enhance the catchment of the rail system, if stations previously lost at
Farley/Rutherford and Oakhampton were replaced and for a new station to be built at
Aberglasslyn, as these areas are currently being developed as housing (see Figure 37).
Without close access to public transport working people tend to use the car for the whole
journey because of time factors.
Currently Metford Station is well used by passengers from the established area to the South.
A vast new release area lies to the North, but direct access to the rail is unavailable (see
Figure 38).
Re-establishing stations at Farley and Oakhampton, building a new one at Aberglasslyn
and providing parking and road access to the north of Metford would encourage public
transport use and contribute to the NSW Government aim of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions through less car dependence.
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Figure 37: Transport needs west of Maitland

Figure 38: Transport needs east of Maitland
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Section E: Proposal to Increase Patronage
TECHNOLOGY FOR USER-FRIENDLY SERVICE
Integrated Ticketing
The Government's greatest challenge is to turn the public transport system into an
attractive alternative: clean, fast and accessible enough to make people want to leave their
cars at home. One way is to introduce an integrated ticketing system, like Hong Kong's
Octopus card. 35
Currently, such integrated ticketing is available for pensioner excursion tickets, covering all
modes of transport. The solution is to make the existing technology available for all
commuters.

External Outlets for Tickets
The provision of rail tickets outlets other than at railway stations would reduce waiting times
for passengers and provide convenience.

Real-time Information
Real-time information allows commuters to make informed choices about their travel plans.
Newcastle would benefit from this kind of system for the convenience of passengers.
“Customers can now view real-time updates
on how trains are running via new
information screens introduced in Sydney
CBD, Eastern Suburbs and other major
stations.
Thirty five screens showcase the new format
which provides a line-by-line summary of
service status, allowing customers to check
whether there are any minor delays. The
screens also provide information on major
delays and planned trackwork.” 36
Figure 39: CityRail real-time information screens

The use of technology, as described above, to make train travel a more convenient
experience would encourage increased patronage.

35
36

“Tolls, ticketing and trains: transport's tough challenges”, Jordan Baker, The Sydney Morning Herald, 26 March 2007
“Real-time updates”, CityRail Update, Issue No.6 2008
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Conclusion
Projected increases in population in the Lower Hunter, including a larger proportion of aged
residents, the reality of global warming and the contribution of greenhouse gas emissions,
along with rising petrol costs due to oil shortages create an imperative for more emphasis on
limiting private car use.
For Newcastle to continue on the path to becoming a thriving, sustainable city, we need to
embrace our existing public transport infrastructure as a sound base, act to enhance this
system in a way that develops connectivity between the old and new CBD developments,
creating a vibrant, inviting and sustainable inner city environment, accessible to all, in the
most fiscally responsible manner.
Street level pedestrian crossings are standard in many cities. Save Our Rail proposes multiple
north-south pedestrian level crossings linking the established city areas to Honeysuckle and
the foreshore.
Other creative solutions for north-south access include the separation of road and rail at the
city’s busiest intersection, an open concourse to unify the Cultural Precinct, and a new
“Harbourlink” station to reduce walking distance to rail services are proposed.
Save Our Rail’s proposals achieve connectivity without cutting the rail line.
The rail link between Newcastle, the two nearby cities of Maitland and Lake Macquarie, and
other Hunter Valley communities is a key element in the role of Newcastle as the Regional
Centre. The importance of Newcastle in this role is stated in the Lower Hunter Regional
Strategy.
Rail ensures public transport to the legal precinct, to specialist services, to specialty shops
and connects the inland towns to the surfing beaches. Save Our Rail surveys have shown the
items listed have relevance in the choice of Newcastle as a destination.
Maitland, with large land releases currently being developed for housing, is one of the fastest
growing areas of NSW. The increased population in these areas will need transport to work
opportunities, including those available in the newly developed Honeysuckle area of the
Newcastle CBD. The provision of stations nearby and rail access to the new housing could
assist in encouraging public transport use and the reduction of unnecessary car use.
Government investment in the Newcastle CBD to provide connectivity and to improve
and encourage rail patronage is essential to retain Newcastle as a viable, attractive city
and to assist it in becoming a favoured tourist destination.
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Appendix A: Cost Estimates
App endix A: C ost Est im ates

Save Our Rail NSW Inc. does not have the means to accurately estimate the cost of many
works. Where possible, Save Our Rail has based estimates on other documentation.
Section A – Level crossings
•
•
•
•

Design arches to engineering standards ( a “one off” cost)
Arch construction cost per arch
Allowance for additional “possessions”
Level crossings – includes gates, fencing, walking surfaces, landscaping, power,
signalling infrastructure, “possession”
Estimated costs based on crossing upgrade works elsewhere allowing for site-specific
variations of $2.5 million to $3.5 million

7 crossings @ $3.5 million

$24.5 million

Section B – Grade Separation at Stewart Avenue
•

Rail Viaduct 2004 costings (Railcorp)
Average cost (including “possessions”) of $15 to $20 million per km
Raise line to 5m clearance.
$26 million
Indicative bridge costs elsewhere
$1million per added meter of clearance (advice from RTA)

•

Roadwork
Stewart Ave - re-pave road, replace footpaths, etc (possibly include bus bays)
Railway Street - grade to remove existing hump over rail, replace footpaths
$500,000

•

Wickham Station - redeveloped as elevated station, including lifts & stairs
Costs vary depending on whether parallel or island platforms
$15 million

Section C – Improve Station Access and Connectivity
•

•

Civic Station redevelopment
Rebuild station - based on WorleyParsons estimate (2008)
Build concourse, landscaping, “possessions,” automatic gates
Newcastle Station
Ramps to Bolton Street, Newcomen Street, Wharf Road
Reopen doorways, modify station, move ticket office
* Heritage alterations – difficult to estimate
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* $5 million
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Section D – Improve CBD Infrastructure
•

Newcastle Station refurbishment

•

Rail line beautification

$5 million

•

New “Harbourlink” Station
Island platform (WorleyParsons 2008)
Covered waiting area, seating, information screens

$5 million

•

unable to estimate

Signalling upgrade
$22 million
Signalling upgrade gives an ongoing cost saving of $1.3 million p.a.
If viaduct constructed then a saving of $1 million to $2 million in upgrade costs.

Section E – Increase Patronage
•

Promotion
- Advertisement of Newcastle as a tourist destination
- Promotion of rail for commuters

•

Infrastructure
- Park and ride facilities
- Bicycle facilities
- Increased security and cleaning

•

Technology
- Integrated ticketing
- External outlets for tickets
- Real-time information

•

New regional stations
- Farley / Rutherford
- Oakhampton
- Aberglasslyn

•

Upgrade regional stations
- Metford / Thornton North
“Increase Patronage” items are beyond the Newcastle CBD.
No cost estimate has been attempted.
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